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About This Game

This game is best experienced with as little context as possible

_dive is a first person game about escapism and reality. Explore and interact with the environment within as the the story
follows one of the early adopters of a new virtual reality system that encompasses all the senses.

Exercise caution if you have epilepsy or a similar condition.

Headphones recommended.
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Pretty cool game. It's not a game, it's a piece of modern art. Problem is, it is a boring experience, the "wisdom" it tries to convey
a banality, the "warning" it contains so obvious it's absurd. A complete waste of time.

The "wisdom": Stopping to interact with people in favor of gaming will isolate you ... what an amazing revelation. Not.

The "warning": Putting your life at the mercy of an untested technological system is a bad idea. In this game it might possibly be
something as breathtaking as an AI that is developing consciousness and autonomy, but Occam's Razor[en.wikipedia.org] says
the main character simply experienced a bug or a hack in a brand new piece of software.. dive is it wortha buy?
about 30 mins long. you can make it faster or longer depends on your speed of gameplay.
Either way the gameplay is basically pressing buttons.
So yeah... I see wherer it's suppose to go where it kinda scares you that's what happens if you get addicted but it's just mindlessy
boring most of the time. Kinda disappointing.
2/10 Bad.. awsome game for 2$ a must pic of for a quick scare or to make your friends worry about jump scare the entire time
. very nice game short but cool. I didn't realize a half-hour game could be this boring and repetitive.. An intriguing and very
short experimental story game.

There's a lot of creative potential here, but in my opinion it should been made as a free experience rather than a game sold for
money (even if it is cheap).. lt;cranial damage>
why
why
why
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:/. wtf I have played?. I saw exactly what you see in the pictures here. 3 Buttons to press, i got a reset 3 times. Nope, what a
waste of time.. This game scared me sh*tless. Not gonna lie, I stopped playing after I saw a demon baby staring at me. Might
work up the courage to try to finish it one day. Maybe not. No jumpscares as far as I played (but maybe later), just a terrifyingly
creepy atmosphere. I would reccommend it to people who want a spooky game that relies on atmoshere instead of jumpscares.
Edit: yeah alright so I finished it, the demon baby is not as terrifying as I thought it would be.. Short, but sort of interesting.. I
didn't realize a half-hour game could be this boring and repetitive.. amazing game, did a good job at what it was trying to do.
Scared me ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. worth the price and gave me goosebumps throughout the whole thing.
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